Commented [HAC1]: This is merely a question that is more of a
response to the character’s reaction at this point. Sometimes as
effective readers, we just need to interact with the novel if something
surprises, shocks, entertains, etc.
Commented [HAC2]: This is underlined as a reader reaction.
To me, this line was funny, as if being English automatically means
your good and proper. Though I guess we all do have that
association—if we want proper etiquette we think British.

Commented [HAC3]: These words that are circled are an
attempt to track certain patterns in diction and imagery. When we
see an author using similar words or ideas for description, we begin
to ask questions as to what those patterns might mean. In this case,
the author relies heavily on color imagery to describe. We don’t
have to have an answer yet, but we should be making note of what is
happening.

Commented [HAC4]: This is focusing on imagery, especially
when it appears to relate to a bigger/universal concept. Light and
warmth are images commonly associated with good (dark and cold
with evil). The way the sentence is phrased, as the suddenly noticed
the end of light and warmth may be an attempt to bridge the gap
from literal to figurative and make a larger comment about what is
happening on the island.

Commented [HAC5]: This note relates to the last three
underlined phrases. This focuses again on imagery and diction. In
this last sentence, the author refers to the fire as “hell.” We need to
notice such powerful word choice and think about what it might
mean. When comparing this to the description of the boys, we see
that the term “hell” isn’t used just for the fire, but for the way the
boys are acting as well. Piggy and the conch are separate, glancing
at “hell” but not a part of it. The author is contrasting Piggy and the
conch from the fire and author boys. Look for contrasts.

Commented [HAC6]: As a reader you have to be an active
reader. Sometimes this just means interacting with the text and
asking questions as you read. Take the time to wonder and write
down the questions that come.

Commented [HAC7]: Again, this is wondering on paper, but
this time, the wondering is stemming from patterns noticed while
reading. The author took the time to describe one character sitting in
the shade, and the other not and this isn’t the first time that has
happened. So as readers, we have to wonder why the author
repeatedly does something. Even if the first time it might seem
insignificant, if it is repeated multiple times, it becomes important.
In this case, since darkness is commonly associated with evil,
sadness, chaos, etc., perhaps the author is trying to tell us that Piggy
avoids those things or is afraid of them.

Commented [HAC8]: More tracking of repetition in diction and
imagery.

